ERRATUM


Where it reads:
“The 2008 terrorist attacks on Mumbai – which soon became known simply as ‘26/11’ – were ‘scripted’ (Kolås 2010) as an unprecedented event that single-handedly transformed the meaning of terrorism in India.”

Should read:
“Militarising Mumbai? The ‘Politics’ of Response”

On page 477, where it reads:
“The 2008 terrorist attacks on Mumbai – which soon became known simply as ‘26/11’ – were ‘scripted’ (Kolås 2010) as an unprecedented event that single-handedly transformed the meaning of terrorism in India.”

Should read:
“Mumbai Must be Secured. Now!”

The 2008 terrorist attacks on Mumbai – which soon became known simply as ‘26/11’ – were ‘scripted’ (Kolås 2010) as an unprecedented event that single-handedly transformed the meaning of terrorism in India.”

On page 498, where it reads:
“Militarizando Mumbai? A ‘Política’ da Resposta
Mumbai Must be Secured. Now!”

Should read:
“Militarizando Mumbai? A ‘Política’ da Resposta”